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By S. Hoerner

The lehavior of the Reynolds Number of the sphere is
e~~~laii~ecl(i.nkilown manner) with the aid. of the boundary-
12.yer theory.

Rear spindles r:iayfalsify, under certain condit ioils,
the supercritical spk,ere drag (fig. 3) ~ while suspension
wires in the space tiehiildthe sphere leave no tra~eable
influence.

Depending Upon{ its diameter, a centrally located rear
spindle lowers the super critical resistance smhstantiallyj
beca,use it induces the flow to adhere. To arrive at a di-
ameter which remains practically ineffective from the
poiilt of supcrcritical resistance, is difficult, because
in order to assure a safe and non-oscill.at ing support , the
spindle must %e of a certain minimum cross sectionO

The subcritical resistance ancl the start of the tran- -
sit ion is not affected by a rear support, thus making spin-
dle diameters up to 1/4 sphere diameter permissible. Tur- .
bulence measurements with the aid of the sphere as indica~.
tor are not affected %y rear support methods; spindle diam- .
eters over 0.2 D are permissible.

Contrariwise, tk.e d-e?;reeof surface roughness has a
decisive effect upon sphere turlmlence measurements, mak-
ing accurately designed, mirror-polished (metal) ‘spheres
a ilecessity. The effect of surface texture was quantita-
tively determined from experiments.

_-__..-------.-______.._-_____-_._____-___.___.__.__._'____________________
x!l~ers~che mit Ku~eln betreffend ICennzahl, Turhulenz und
Oberflachenheschaffenheit .’l Luftfahrtforschung, Ilarch 28,
1935? pp. 42-54*
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The critical Reynol”d.s Number ”of’the sphere was arrived
at %y ail unconventional method; that is, by determining the
critical wind speed at which the static pressure at the
back of the sphere i“s the same as that of the undisturbed
flow. The method makes it possihlc to interpret the criti-
cal Reynolds Number with only one test station. Being ex-
traordinarily simple, it lends itself extremely WC1l to
flight testing. Between pr~ and c: there is a certaiil

relationship.

The record of boundary-layer effective turlnzlence
with a perfectly smooth 15-centimeter steel sphere in the
wind tunnel at Z!raunschweiger, was a critical R = 2.95 X
10= , while the Reynolds Number of I1= 3.6 X 10s, achieved
with the same sphere in the 1.2-meter tunnel of the D,V.L.
(status, 1935), surpasses any known nieasurement of this
kind,

Ueasurernents with different size spheres disclosed a
decrease in effective turbulence with the speed for the
investigated tunnels (fig. 9). The contraction in channel
section lowered the turbulence perceptibly.

In consideration of the turbulence grid the turlm-
leilce (vortex street) set up by individual wires, was ex-
plored in detail through sphere tests”.

Proof was adduced that the boundary layer of the
sphere can be acoustically disturbed (through a strong
whistling tune). The drop for the 15-centimeter sphere
was from R~ = 3.50 to 2.43 X 10=.

The critical Reynolds Numbers of various spheres were
exj~lored in free air in flight and towing tests. In still
air and in wind free of olstacles, the same critical
Reyilolds itwmbers were observed: R, = 3.95 to 4.05 x 105.
The boundary effective turbulence ~f the free atmosphere
is very low (Rk = 3.50 in squall”y weather). Spheres pro-
tected against external vibrations will probably reveal
still higher figures.

The surface roughness has a particularly great effect
Oil the supercritical resistance. qhe knowledge regarding
surface” is apl~lied to the sphere tests in the tunnel,.

The deductions from the sphere tests relative to bod-
ies of low drag are as follows:

,,.,.—. Ill
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Tile deg”r’eeof ‘sl.~rfaceroughness 3.’s.rnO,st“impOr.tallt Of
:3.11. Any irregularity ‘in form (steps) ,or roughness is at
the expense of bound.ary-la?er energy; the form drag in-
creases dispropo r”tio-nately.. Oil airplane bodies , for exam-
ple, offsets, j“o,ints , an-d ~ittiilgs should, “bb ti,eated much,
more carefully than at present. ‘ The efftict”s‘of,expensive
design, outer finish, etc. , are neutr~.lized in many” cases
by seemingly secondary defects. From the practical point
of view, the ,Reynolds Number (abovo the critical range) is
of totally subordina,tc importance comp”ared to the degree,,
of s7J.rfaccroughness. ,’

1. INTRODUCTION

a) Generalities,’

In conformity with the laws of the frictionlcss po-
tential flow, the flow at the back of a kody in inviscid
fluid is rcunittid i-n the same measure ,as it is separated
at t:.lefront.. ~he positive (dynamic) Tressu-re at back and
front ~.re the sa~.e aild.the “resi:;tance ~.s zero.

In viscous fluid a frictionc.1 “or Vound.ary layer, i.e.,
a layer of diminished velo,city, forms alon~ the ~ody sur-
face. The purely frictional resista;lce matches tlie lo~s
of monentum of tl]e‘I)oll.nd,arylayer due to the friction.

!;

On intcrforence bodies the boundary lo.yor ‘has a much
m.orc significailt effect, namely, it initiates, according
to Prandtlls bo-~.ndary-q.ayer theory (references 4 and 5) ,
the breakdown of the flow at the hack of the body.

Itegative pressure prevails at the sides of the body,
the ar~ount of which is allied with the flow velocity ac-
cording to 3ernoullits law; so the neGative pressure va-
ries, depeading on the body form. On a vertically exposed
thin disk, for example (fig. la), it is very high (infi-
nitely high, theoretically) , whereas flow velocity and
ilegatiVe pressurcj are low on streamlined bodies.

In frictionl’ess fluid, the surface pressure would ii~-
crease toward the rear stagnation ‘point from negative,
relative to undisturbed flow, to a positivo maximum (dy-
na,mic pressure). But , in reality, the motion energy of
the boundary layer, slowed up through friction, is not
quite sufficiciit”to ovcrcomc” this pressure rise altogether.
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Rather , the hack pressure lowers the velocity of the bound-
ary layer still further; indeed, the air particles moving
in thelayer come at rest under certain conditions.
Piling up, they cause the flow to separate at thd rear of
the body; forces diverting the flow filaments into the
created air space are nonexistent. The arrested boundary-
layer particles intermingle with the outer flow and are
entrained in separate vortex %alls.

The subsequent rise of pressure at the back of the
body is diminished in proportion to the velocity decrease
of the boundary layer and the brea”~down of the flovr. T:le
air space approximately assumes the pressure of the bor-
dering flow filaments. (Compare with sphere in fig. 2.)
The ensuing air resistance is the so-called pressure or
form resistance. Consequently, the boundary layer stipu-
lates not only the pure frictional resistance; it rather
coilstitutes the IIrelayll to the often incomparably greater
form resistance on real bodies.

The body form of minimum air resistance is the spin-
dle (fig. id).. Its coefficie~t of resistance (referred
to maximum section) is Cvf~ 0.05, or about 4 percent of
the disk of figure la. The pressure rise at the back of
the spindle is voided by the consistent and progressive
taper, as prescribed for diffusers; for example, when
tireakdown of flow is to le counteracted. The boundary
layer draws the motion energy necessary for overcoming
the pressure rise, little Iy little, from undisturbed flow
tl-rough intermingling.

b) Boundary Layer Behavior on the Sphere

Figure 2 illustrates the pressure distribution over
the sphere accordiilg to potential theory, The negative
pressure at the equator is -1.25 q, The boundary layer
does not, in fact, share the reincrease of pressure to
+1 q“ in the rear stagnation point; on the contrary, the
flow separates at first entirely from the back of the
sphere (fig. lb).

Eiffells (reference 6) and prandtlls experiments (ref-
erence 7) have shown that for a certain - i.e. j critical -
Reynolds ?!Tum%er, the flow very nearly hugs the back of the
sphere again (fig. lc).

The boundary-layer theory links this phenomenon to
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the turbulence of the bo-aniiary layer. The effect of this
process on the resistance of plates placed parallel with
the flow direction is Lno;m: In the critical range of R
the frictional resistance changes from the subcritical
laminar flow to the higher supercritica.1 flow for turbu-
lent boundary layer. The reason for this lies in the
strong energy excilange between adjacent layers through in-
termingling in the turbulent flow. In this ganner the
boundary layer exerts a marked effect on the external flow.

Coilversely, i-n the case of the sphere the turbalent
boundary Ia.yer is actuated more forcefully %y the outside
f].ou, thus enabling it with a larger volume of motion en-
ezgy, relative to the laminar flow, to attack the pressure
rise starting from the sphere equator. T1.e point of sepa-
ration at the back of the sphere moves downstream (fig. It).

In the critical range of R the ~ressure prevailing
at t:le lack of the sphere rises from ne’gative subcritical
(relative to undistt?.rbed flow) at arourid 0.32 q, to posi-
tive supercriti.ca.1: 0=2 to 0.3 q (fig. 2). The drag co-
efficient Cw drops correspondingly from about 0.47 to
0.6-0.10 (fig. 13). The breakdown Of flow starts, sub-.
critically, slightly upstream from the equator, Startin~
at this point the flow filaments move tangentially away
from the sphere. Supercritically, t,he flow proceeds
lar~ely accordiilg to poteiltial theory=

The arguments advanc~d concerning the boundary layer
Of the sphere ayply, fundar~lentally, to a m.umber of other
interference bodies, such as circular cylinders (reference
8) and airship ?iulls (refereilce 9). 3odies whose profiles
revea,l sharp edges, ‘are little responsive to Reynolds Num-
bers. TkLUS on a disk as in figure la, t-he brea~k in prcs-
s~~.reto be overcome between the edge and the back of the
disk is so sharp and great that the ‘Douadary la~-er is in
‘no case able to overcome it, making it immaterial then
whether the boundary layer is turbulent or otherwise.

From arcon~ the large number of reports published on
sphere neasureue-nts, the nest important are:

1912 Eiffel (reference 6)

1914 Pra~dtl aiid Nieselsberger (references 7 and 10)

19z2 IT,A.C.A. (reference 11)

1930 Bureau of Standards (reference 12)

. . . .,-. . .. _-.,. . .. . . .
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1932 G~ttingen (reference 14)

1932 A. R.C. (reference 9)

1933 GALCIT (reference 15)

2. E21’ECT 03 SU-SPENSION OIT SPIIZ!REDRAG

a) Effect of Rear Support Methods

Experiments in the United States (reference 11) and “
at G~ttingen (reference 3) have revealed the marked effect
of t;~e methods of support which interfere with the sphere
in its equatorial zone and at its front, on the critical
Reynolds Num%ep and the supercritical resistance. The
best method of support, interfering least with the flow,
is that of t’he rear mounting spindle, because the rod ap-
proaches the sphere at a point where the flow breaks down
in oii-hev case and is separated anyway, while the sou~dt
outer flow is not touched.

Lacking adequate data on the permanent effect of
rear suppozt methods, several experiments were made in the
Braunschweiger wind tunnel (reference 1’7).

The sphere drag uas measured by a special arrange-
ment. A scale beam was fitted above the jet, one rod ex-
tendihg vertically into the jet. At. its lower end the
rod was tent at right angles, approaching the sphere from
the rear. Scale learn, rods, and the piece leading to the
sphere ‘were completely shielded with pasteboard and sheet
metal , so that the yure sphere drag (without support) was
measured.

A hollow copper sphe~e, 25 cm in diameter, was used
to explore the effect of varying modifications in support
method on the drag in the critical Reynolds range” (fig. 5):

1. The diameter of th’e spindle was io.creased from 2
to 5 cm %y means of a metal sleeve, which re-
sulted in a perceptible drop of supercritical
drag;

2. Aa oblique rod mounted from the &ear, radially to
the sphere in the air space and extending as ,
far as the surface of the spher-,e. The super-

. ... ..—. —-..=. . .- ——.—.. ..—-—- ------- -,,
,’ ---- :,. : -.
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critical drag increases considerably, depending
on the rod diameter. Thus the oblique spindle
d.isturfis the flow pattei-n, while the central
spindle actually guides t-he flow;

3. It was not possible to establish whether wires
crossing the zone behind t-ne sphere affect the
drag curve within instrumental accuracy, or its’
shape in general. Thus a radial cross of 2.2-
nillimeier gage wires fitted 8 cm aft of the
sphere, disclosed a drag identically the same as
with the simple set-up;

4: llxtending the shielding of the scale rods forward
toward t;~e sphere, up to within 8 cm of its
back, lowers ‘the s-a~ercritical drag similarly to
tke reinforced central spindle;

5. -;~lle above-cited artifices had no noticeable effect
o-n the subcritical resistailce;

‘6. None of the tests disclosed any effect on the tran-
sition from subcritical to supercritical range.
It is onlj~ when Cw drops ‘oeiow 0.2 that the
guiding effect of the conire,l spindle or the dis-
turbing effect of the oblique rods becomes notice-
able,

This fact is Inportant for turbulence measurements on
spheres.

1) Zffect of Spindle Diameter on Supercritical Resistance

In subsequent tests the spheres were threaded into a
rear spindle, as shown in figure 4, the spindle itself be-
ing suspended from steel wires of 004 and Oe’7 mn diameter.
OWiilg tO the nechailical e,rrangenent, the horizontal force
is deflected vertically and neasured on a keam scale. Ini-
tial tension and calibration is afforded by a wire running
rearward over a pulley. The air resistance of the suspen-
sion was a%ou.t 1/8 subcritically, and about 2/3 of the
sphere rcsistanee, supercritically.

Experizmnts yj-eremade On a la-centimeter Spkerc with
swpport spindles ranging in thickness from 1 cm (original
thickness,) te 2, 4, and 6 cm, by means of metal slee~es.
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‘t?henremoving the smhere from the spindle with the
object of estal)lishiilg t~e air resistance of the suspen-
sion with ‘~lanket’ed sphere, air forces become effective on
tho exposed surfaces of sphere and spindle. The manner in
whic~h these forces are to he allowed for on thick spin-
dles when computing the sph,crc drag, must be analyzed. In
the present tests the sphere drag was simply defined as
the difference of total drag (sphere + suspension) and the
resists-nce due to the suspension. The thus-obtained sp-n.ere
resista~ce is that existing in absence of the sphere when
the flow pattern renains the same as when the spindle is
preseilt. The static pressure on the exposed rear part of
the sphere would then be the sane as that existing at the
front of the spindle. These forces cancel in’ the calcula-
tion, having, referred to sp’here resistance, opposite
si-gzs.

The res-~lts of the tests with divers spindles are as
follows (see fig. 5):

1. Agreea%le to the arguments in a preceding section,
the rear spindle has no tracea-~le effect in the
subcritical resistance range;

2* q~he effect of the s~indle o~ t~he entry to the
supercritical zon~ is practically nil, except
for the thickest sPindle (exceeding 1/3 of the
sp-here diameter) w~ich seems to usher in tho
transition a little earlier;

3. The effect of the different rear spindles on the
supercritical resistance, on the other hand, is
marked; the drag coefficient drops by more than
50 percent.

The i).V.L. has also made some corroborating tests by
another nethod. A 15-centimeter steel sphere was suspeild-
ed from the top %y two V vires as a pendulum into the jet

‘of the 1.2-meter wind tu~nel (reference 1S). Spindles of
varying diameter were fitted downstream from the sphere,
but separate from it. The axis of suspension of the pen-
dulum was moved to~ard the air stream by means of a lathe
support, until the spfi-e~ewas released from the. spindle.
T’hc ampl%tude of the deflection affords the sphere drag.
However, this nethod is not very accura~e because the
sphere is subject to marked drag variations and lateral
oscillations (*5. percent) .

— -..-—— —. .- __. . . -—— .. _ ~ —— -- —.—. -.s——-— - - - - --

,. . -- .’ –, . ‘. .-..., ,, .,. -
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Figure 6 fllus”trates the effect of the spindle versus
tile super critical s~here drag (for temporarily defined

= Reyno\ds Number)-. The f-act -that the resistan.~q. in the
D.V.L. tests is twice as high as in the Draunschwe’ig t-e’sts,
is attributable to the pendulum wires with their well- k-nown
interference’ dn sphere flow (references 3 and 11).

. .

A spindle of d = 1/10 D diameter lowers the super-
critical resistance by 12 to 18 percent. The large diame-
ters of the order of “d = *D were for the purpose of as-
certaining the further. shape bf the curve; the drag ,drops
to about 1/4 - the same drag decrease by tyo different
methods. Two values ‘each from ”figures 3 and 12 fit also
into tile curves. Tor supercrit.ical drag measurements.
figure 6 stipulates a spindle of minimum diameter (d=
0.06 D?). ..

As explanation of the effect of spindle/sphere the
following is proffered:

1. A thick spindle shortens the theoretically ex~ect-
ed pressure rise (fig. 2) at the back of the
sphere;

2. The effect of the spindle is approximately equiva-
lent to a tapered offset’ (st:reamllne form). The
fiOw soon clings to it andrekoves the piled-up
boundary-layer portions profitably.

3. The development and trailsverse travel of larger
vortices is. influenced by a spind.lc, a-ridconse-
quently effects a change in flaw pattern.

3.. WIND. TUNNEL TUR&JLENCE FROM SPHERE HEA.SUREME3TTS
~. ,,

a) Concept of Turbulence .,

In a great many cases the turbulence of the air
stream in a wind tunnel affects. the magnitude and cour,se
of -the‘air ..forcesi For instance, the yaximun lift “of a
wing is, as is known, markedly affected by the turbulence.
For this reasofiY tlie’knotiledge “of the turbulence existing
in a wind tunnel is- necessary.

,.
The concept ‘tturbul:encetl is ambiguous to the .exteilt

that the individual llturbulen.ce b.ails’fformed through
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jointly circling or oscillating moti”on of air particles,
may be unlike in extent (diameter”) as well as in sequence,
Rough disturbances in free atmosphere are known by the
name of gusts. But such do not occur in the tunnel flow
because it is guided and straightened. Even so, the flow
is more or less ‘interspersed with fine vortices having
diameters of the order of 1 cm which, as is known, act
upon the boundary layer of bodies exposed to it.

And it is of this effective turbulence of the bound-
ary layer that we shall speak hereinafter. The type of
turbulence is accordingly characterized. by its effect
without ‘it being necessary to ~znow anything concerning its
nature or nechanisrn. Yet , obviously, the turbulence is
matched by certain pressure and speed fluctuations of the
flow; and these were measured and recorded in the U.S. by
hot-wire anemometer and oscillograph (references 19 and 12).
Detailed information about the process of turbulent motion
or the magnitude of the oscillating air balls is not given
in tilese measurements.

b) Test Procedure

Yrom the arguments advanced about the bounaary layer
of the sphere in a previous section (lb, p. 4) , it is
clear that in the zone directly below the critical Reynolds
Number, the transition to supercritical flow is prematurely
induced by the turbulence already existing in the utilized
flow. Thus the Reynolds Number at-which the drag of a-test
sphere drops to the supercritically lower figure is a cri-
terion for the %oundary-layer effective turbuleilce dwelling
within the flow. This possibility has been frequently re-
sorted.to for comparative turbulen-ce measurements in the
wind tunnel. Customarily that Reynolds Number is given as
critical for which the drag coefficient Cw = O*3. The
connection between the critical R of the sphere and the
air-speed fluctuations is shown in figure 7.

The use of the sphere as indicator of the turbulence,
originally proposed by Professor prandtl in 1.914 (refer-
eilce 7) , has the marked advantage from the point of view

; of wind-tunnel practice, in that it indicates the effect
of turbuleilce on a body directly.

,.
AS previously pointed out, thenle$hod Of support, so

far as it approaches ‘the sphere froq the rear; has no ef-
fect in turbulence measurements. Contrariwise, the degree
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of surface roughness of the test sphere affects the criti -
c’al v@locit Y..to -t’he.~~.~.~e.a~~Jro~i~iate amouqt as the turbu-
lence of the flow, for w:lich reason thi sphere ~ust’be of
accurate clesign and perfectly smooth surface if used for
turbulence measurements.

c) Turbulence at Various Speeds

From sphere m.easurenents of different diameters ‘k~ade
iil the Braur.schweig as well as in the 1.2-.meter tunael of
the D.V.I,. , it is known that the critical Reynolds Numbers
for large spheres are perceptible lower than for small
spheres, Yor the Braunschweig tunnel, figure 8 gives the
critical E (times 105) and speeds v]: as follows:

Without honeycor.fll 9 cm sphere R.. = 2.52 v. = 39 m/s
15 11 II II‘- 2.25

,,K
21 “

With honeycomb 9 t! II II 3.18 “ 49 11
15 ‘1 ‘1 It 2.95 11 29 11

The clata for the 102-meter tunnel of the D.V.L. were:

15 cm steel sphere Rk = 3.50 vi< = 34 m/s

The few known tests on sPheres of varying diameter
froi,lother wiad tunnels repeatedly disclose the critical
Rey:flolds ITumber for large spheres to be lower than for
small ones as, for” exampte (reference 12) , with the 5- aild
8.6-iilch s~he.re in the 10-foot tunilel ai~d, more recently,
(reference 15) , for four different sphere diameters, as..
illustrated in figure 9.

There being -no doubt about the validity of Reynolds
law for the critical range of the sphere, the conclusion
is, that the d,eGree of turbulence at different tunnel
speeds used for spheres of different diaineters, is varyiilg,
Patently, thee ffective turljul~nce in all tunnels, cited in
figure 9, is greatest at low s-peed.s;it decreases p~rcepti-
bly wi’th the speed. 33efiiiin~ from the calibration curve of
figure 7, the speed fluctuations on which the turbulence
is based, it is fo~.ildthat in the 1.2-meter D.V.L. tunnel
and in the Pasadeila’ tunnel, they decrease from 0.3 percent
at low s-peeds to O.l percent at hi~-n speeds.

.-
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The incongruity of the transition curves of various
sizes of spheres should disappear in towing tests in still
water lecause of’ the absence of tur-oulencc. The published
reports of Krcy (rcfcrcncc 22) and Eisncr (rcfcrencc 23)
on spheres and cylinders do ilot adduce the expected proof,
since in loth, the boundary layer is disturled at a sensi-
tive point as a result of the support method employed.

l?roi~ the alove, it seems advisable when comparing
turbulence measurements of different tunnels, to take-the
sphere diameter and the critical speed range into cons~d-
eration. For instance, a sphere having a diameter such
that the critic~.1 transition takes place ~$ithin the occa-
sional speed range of norlmal model tests, could “be used..
i?rom the ?>oint of view of wind-tunnel practice, figure 9
possi~ly ~ostulates t~~at the speed should be high when th~
turbulence i.s low.

d) Comparison. of Differe-nt Wind Tuilnels

I’i[;ure10 gives the sphere tests from other wind tun-
nels plotted in the usual double logarithmic form. The
Braunschweig and D.V.-L, tests are in exceptionally close
agreement %ith the Gt6ttingen c,urves (reference 14) both as
to subcritical aild supercritical resistance as well as to
transition.

It is generally conceded tkat contraction of the flow
section insures very uniform test streams (reference 24,
p. 73). Quite obviously, such contraction lowers the
turbulence of the flow in the same nanner as local speed
discrepancies are compensated. Iil figure 11 the critical
Reynolds I?umbers representative of the turbulence have ~
been plotted against the contraction ratio of the tuncels
as established Yor the sphere in the different wind tun-
nels.

Ii~ two instances, values are given for the same tunn-
el but for different nozzle length; that is, unlike con-
traction ratios. Iil the 1.2-:ileter tunnel of the D.V.L.
an” extra nozzle was fitted whit’h narrowed the nozzle sec-
tion from 1.13 to 0.2 mz. The critical R recorded with
this 22:1 contraction ratio Rk = 3053 X 105 (fig. 1.2)
approaches R~:= 3.72 X 10s obtained with the same sphere
in air free from turbulence (section 5).
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TABLE I

Sphere turiul”ence tests; the turbulence “corresponds to

——.

No .

——.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

the critical Reynolds Number R 105
Contraction ratio f = l?o/F

..————_—____________

‘Wind tunnel

.—————____________

D.V.L. 1.2 m

It II

II II

II II

1! II

II r!

G~ttingen, large

II small

G~ttingen, propel-
ler research

G~ttingen, propel-
ler research

Braunschweig

N.A.C.A. variable
density

N.A,C.A. variable
density

il.A.C.A. variable

I density

..—__———_—————————

Features

-—_————————————————

without honeycomb

with honeycomb

with extra nozzle

with extra nozzle,
corrected

smooth 15 cm
sphere

status, 1935

with honeycomb

11 II

hmtll nozzle

large nozzle

without honeycomb

with honeycomb

closed (1925)

open jet (1929)

closed (193~)

-———

f

————

4.0

4.0

~z-o

~z.o

4.0

4.0
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TABLE I (Cont. )
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● Wind tunnel
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Turin

D.V.L., free air

GALCIT, free air

.-————————————______
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,————_—_____________
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the rest
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.,,

traction ratio. Admittedly, the turbulence established in
the test section’ is not merely contingent upon the con-
traction, Imt’ very considerably al-so-onthequality-of the
flow upstream from this contraction (disturbances due to
fan, enlargement , directional chagg,es). Another governing
factor is the length of the steady, floy area in front of
the nozzle contraction. ,

In highly turbulent “tunnels the critical Rcynold.s
Nuubcrs range at R x 1.0, for good tunnels. of tho earli-
er English type (without. substantial contraction, ,,long en-
try) ‘k = 1.’7 to 2.3, fo~’ good tunnels of the GottillGcn

type (contraction 4 to 5:1), Rk = 3.0 to 3.5, aild for

nonturbulent air (section 5) Rk = 3.7 to 4.1 X 105. ~>.c

mcasurer:~eiltiil the 1.2-meter tunilel of the D~V.L. (status
1935) C:CCCIS, with Rk = 3.6, all other wind-tunilel val-
ues known at the Present time.

4. ~JI~TD.-q~T~;EL

a) Critical Reynolds

TESTS ON TURBULENCE

Number by Pressure Method

According to section 1, the pressure distribution
chailges the s-phere drag. Consequeiltly, it is very natural
to observe the pressure at the back of the syhere by the
simple expedient of usiv.S the sphere as a t,~rbulence indi-

cator. This pressure must, in conformity with the draz
coefficient, pass through a critical value.

T]~e ~~roc~dure of measuring the pressure at the back...
of the sphere is as follows: The sphere is screwed into
a rear tube having four holes where i.t touches the surface
of the sphere so that the static pressure existing in the
ailgle ‘~etween sp”here and tube is carried tlhrough the spin-
dle.

7igu~e 13 shows the drag aild pressure for two spheres
plotted against the same Reynolds Ihmber. The nrcssurc
cv.rve (pr!,,/’.q)is the reflected drag curve (c;) . “The

connoctior. %ctween Pr~l and Cw is accurately estab-

lished through concurrent measurement and plotted in fig-
ure 14. Although the curve is, strictly speaking, valid
oilly for the y_erfectly snooth 15- centimeter sphere in non-——.-—.-——.
turbulent flow (Rk = 3.6 X 10’) , it nay, nevertheless,

.:

L —
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be presumed that iil tur%ulent flow, for instance, the same
relation exists between Cw and pr;. In the graph the

test points range themsel~es below the curve computable
from the pressure distribution. This discrepancy has not
been cleared up..

The cr”itical Reynolds Number *s, conveniently, that
for which the pressure at the, back of the sphere changes
frou negative subcritical to positive supercritical; that
is, where p II= O.ru The thus-defined figures are slightly

higher (about 2 percent) than those obtained for cm =

0.3.

The critical dynamic pressu”re qk is very accurately

defiile?. in the measurements. “A .I--percent change in qk,

either upward or downward, causes Pr{ to deflect about

8 QerL’Gilt frozl zero, so that even the least difforenccs in
turbulcilce arc sharply recorded. The nressure method 03-..
viates the cumbersome syhere drag measurep.ent. It suf-
fices to find the dynamic pressure at wl.ich pr{ = O; %
is therefore obtained with oile single test .point.

~) Turbulence 13u.eto Individual Wires

In i:la~lyinstances it is advisalle to use turbulence
grids in wind-tuilnel tests; that is, in cases when, through

.
Seneratlon of artificial turbulence, critical zones of
Reynolds Num%ers (as on an air-plane wing, for example] are
s’kipped .a:ldprecritical conditions are avoided. (See ref-
erence 32, p. 198.) To supply data for such turbulence
grids with respect to wire thickness and wire spacing, the
D.V.L. explored the vortex streets of individual wires,
using the sphere as turbulence indicator.

I’igure 15 illustrates the effect of various gage
wires stretched, exactly centered, across the jet at a
ilumber of distances upstream from the ~phereo The thicker
the wire is, the lower the critical dyil;r.licpressure ‘De-
comes.

.,.

The wire turbulence exerts at first a startling ef-
fect on the supercritical sphere pressure Prfi~ accord-
iilg to figure 15. Small gage wire (about 1 mm) causes
the pressure, at first, to rise to +0.37 q. Accordiilg to
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that , the ,inserthioilof a th:n wire must lower prfi. The

effect’ of-‘thiil’-”w’ireswas also the same at substantially
hither Il. An explanation for this r~ight be found. in the
fact that a single t~ire nal::esoi~e ce~ta!.ilplane of ,the
flow turbulent ~.ildthus iilfl.uences the arrangement of the
vortices in the, wake .of the sphere.

The growth in supercritical sphere drag (correspond-
ing to the a%atement of rear pressure) due to enhanced tur-
bulence (thicker wires) is attributable to the lfapparent-
lY1[ greater viscosity of the iooving air caused by tur’bu-
len,ce.. The apparent viscosity effectuates supercritically
z bovmdary-layer lag ~imilar tO t]lat I:nol?nSubcritj,ce.lly
through actual viscosity. This fact is important for the
application of tur?mlcncc grids in nodcl tests.
sure ,

io bc
an artificial turbulence creates a “supcrcritical”

coilditi.on. 3ut this condition is unlike that afforded by
~ilcreasillg the Reynolds ihunber lecause of greater el?fec-
tive viscosity. Ofthe flowing fluid; that is, a third con-
dition is reached.

..

~i~ure 16: shows the turbulence ef:?ect of various
,wires mountedat varyin< distances upstream from the
sphere. Right next..to the sphere tl.e effect is small; ev-
idently the rn7Jchlower flow velocity at that point (infii-
cated in fig. 16) perr,~its no lar~e vortices. Similar ex-
periments with turbulence Grids may be fov.nd in re.fcrence
9.

‘The effect. of the lateral position Of the turbulence
wires Oil the sphere (fig. 17) is indicative of the s-~atial
expansion of tho vortox streets aft of the wires. T~lin
~.viresin particular (1 mm) have an expressed directional
effect. Tile very fact t~lat t~lis effect disappears al-most

altogether w-hen movod a milliueier away from the sphere
axis, proves tile importance attached to the introduction
of turbulelice into the boundary layer through the exact
stagnation point . Thicker wires have a su.b,sta.iitia.llymore
expansive vortex street whose turtmlleilce then also. p’ene-
.trates the boundar;~ layer Of the sphere when the wires are

,.

placed laterally from the sphere axis.
. ,..’..

Figu~e 18 dep~c”ts the:turhulence ef’fec’tof two paral-
lel wires. At a certain short dista~i~e their effect is ..
comparatively small. Ost”ensitil.y,the adjacent inner side’s
of the vortex streets emanating from the’ wires cannot. re-
ally develop.

Imlmm Imm. mlmun,mmmmm
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AS the distance is increased, the ensuing turbu~e~lce
reaches a maximum (qk reaches a minimum). Upon still

farther removal the ~ffect of the wires disappears because
the vortex streets produced by them pass externally on the
sphere.

c) Effect of Acoustic Air Vi’br&tions

on Boundary Layer

According to experiments in the United States with
hot wires (references 19 and 15), the critical Reynolds ,
i~umher observed on a sphere is definitely tied to the
s-peed fluctuations of the flow forming the turbulence
(fig. 7)* This seems to indicate that the effect of acous-
tic air vibrations on the boundary layer of a moving body
is the same as tilat of the measured speed fluctuations.
In order to clear up this point, various spheres were ex-
posed to a loud whistling tone aild observed.

The tone of around 3,000 Hertz was supplied from a
steam whistle (1.5 to 3 atm. at the whistle) through a
funnel mounted o%liquely 1 meter upstream from the sphere.
Figure 19 gives the Tressure of the 15-centimeter sphere.
For the rest, the critical Reynolds Numbers for the whist-
liilg toile (figures without tone given in brackets) are as
follows:

28 cm sphere Rk = 3.04 X 105 (3.13)

15 ‘t 11 Rk = 2.40 X 105 (3.50)

7 11 11 Rk = 2.74 X 105 (3.24)

The tone affects all three syheres; the R}; are re-
duced from 3 to 31 percent. The acoustic interfereilce of
the %oundary layer is similar to that of the turbulence
grid. The 28-centimeter sphere has the least tonal inter-
ference; its Rk changes fairly little. I?or the ‘7-centi-

ineter aild 15-centimeter spheres the effect of the acoustic
vibrations is marked. The oscillation frequency (3,000 Hz)
is perhaps “~etter suited to the smaller sp’heres than to the
large one or, better fitted to the iligh than to the low
spoedso
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The boundary-layer effect of the acoustic oscilla-
tions was also observed experimentally on a model airplane-.—.
wiii&; the niaximum lift change was negligible.

According to present-day experimental data, a bound-
ary-layer effective wind-tunnel turbulence is caused by

1. Rough interference of tunnel flow due to enlarge-
ment , faulty directional changes, etc.;

2. Vortex streets emanating from honeycomb walls., de-
flector vanes, and turbulence grids;

3. Air oscillations (audible) which correspond to the
blade strokes of the fan. Such oscillations
have been previously recorded (reference 25).

5. TURBULENCE TEST IN TREE AIR

a) Generalities

On the subject of boundary-layer effective turbulence
in free air, the following sphere tests have been pub-
lished:

In 1922 the H.A.C.A. made a series of drop tests from
great altitude in which the drag forces and the speed were
measured (reference 11) .

In the 1932 flight tests at Pasadena, the sphere was
fitted on the airplane while the drag forces were record-
ed with a special hydraulic instrument.

In the 1934 tests at Pasadena, a large sphere was
towed in a closed hangar (reference 26). The drag was re-
corded by an instrument fitted to the sphere.

In view of.the wide divergence of critical Reynolds
Numbers in the first two experiments, the D.V.L. decided
in 1933 to make its own sp’here tests in free air. The
aim of these tests was to establish the critical Re”ynolds
Number in air free from turbulence, tiith a view to-ob%a’in-
ing a criterion - a 11zero p’oint‘1for the tunnel turbulence
tests aad to measure that turbulence in free air, which
may be anticipated as boundary-layer effective turbulence
on a real airplane.

IL —.
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b) Test procedure

Weighing of air resistance was stand.oned in favor of
pressure r:leasurenent as descriled in section 4a. It is a
particularly advantageous method for flig’ht testing where
the installation of scales is very difficult, whereas
pressure meas=uremeilts may he made quite simply.

The sphere is screwed into a rear spindle, pivoted oil
a small mast, and fitted with guide vane, as shown in fiG-
v.l”c20. The mast was first mounted on a towing car and

.
suoscqu-en.tl-~yfitted on top of ,an air-plane, as shown in the
T,Loto:~raph.

Tfi.cdynamic pressure q is record-ed through the ori-
fice in the front of the sphere. Tho pressure pr~ at

the back of the sphere, is recorded in the bend between
sphere and spindle, while the static ‘Dac”kpressure P. is

mess-drcd on the spindle about 4 sp’nere diameters aft of the
sphere but upstream from the guide vane. It was found
-fl.oIa,::i~.d-tun:lelteStS that the static pressure” downstream
from the ~’p’heroreturned very soon from its negative (su-b-
critical) or positive (supcrcritical) to that of the p.

value corresponding to undisturbed flow. Su%critically,
this takes place at a dista~-ce of a“oout 3* sphere diame-
ters frOillthe lack of the sphere, suyercritically, after
2-$ diameters already.

The flight tests revealed that the pressure field of
the airplane nostly evinced a value at the place of the
sphere which was slightly unlike that at the more rear-
wardly located test station for Po “ The pressure differ-
ence was established for different flig-ht speeds and flight
conditions (full throttle and gliding) ‘by comparison of

with a static pitot tube mounted in place of the
‘s-oindle
sphere. The sphere records were corrected conformably to
the calibration curves.

The airplaile was a“Junkers type V 34, powered with an
SH-20 engine; speed range, 56 to 130 m.p.h. The automo-
bile was an old-type touring car having a speed of 52-53
In*peY.. The Reynolds iiumbers were obtained from tempera-
ture ai~d air-pressure readings (with sensitive altimeters
iilflight tests). The pressures were recorded on two
Askailia differential manometers. These recordin~ instru-
ments, fitted with soft metal capsules, are especially
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,’
‘ ,“

,. practical for rea,dings on disturled yoints. !lhey are sirn-,,
& ,,ple to ‘read, “sensitive, aild free from inertia to within 2
,,>,,, perceilt; and” fairly irise~l-sitiveto location and accelera-
!.,.$ tiOil.
?:,,

i
i,’ The records for two s~.lieresare shoJTn in figures 21.,.,!,, and 22: Subcritical , both curves follow tile parameter

Pr{ = - 0.32 q measured iil the tunnel; supercritical? the

curves rai~ge within Frfi = + (0.25 to 0.30), q. The free-

air tests are plotted in figure 23, while figure 24 illus-
trates the data for the same spheres as oltained in the
1.2-i.leter tunnel of the D.V,L.

c) Surface Roughness

The 2C-centimeter silnrniilsphere shows the highest
Reynolds Nv.rL?.berin air free from turbulence according to
tahlc II. ~rn’ne~csp”aeres of identical manufacture (silumi.n
casting, expertly machined and pOlished with shellac) havo
about the same degree of surface ronghr.ess. OWiilg to the
fact that the remailent surface rough~ie~s on small spheres
appears greater relative to sphere dianeterj it nay be in-
ferred that tills ve~y roughness i7&uces iower critical
Reynolds Zurl-oers than on larger spheres. Bein~ relatively
the snootilost, the L?8-centimeter sphere shows as maxir,urn,
Rk = 4.03.
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TABLX 11

Critical R(lOS) of Different Sph,eres in Free” Air

—————————————.

Sphere
-———————.——_.——

‘7 cm silumin

14 ‘cm silumin

28 cm. silumin

15 cm steel

—————————————

..——.——--———.—..—..-———

1-
--———-.-———

Still, free air Uoving air
-———.-————— .---—--.—— -—-———--..-——————

full throttle,
3.48

I
full throttle,

3.72

l“stl-eet,windautomobile,
4.03 2.70

full throttle, roug-n weather
3.92 3.85

gliding, 4.00 airport , 3.60

-———4—.-—.-—————_—_----—_—.-.—-.——.—.—...——

———.——__— ____

1.2 m tunnel
———_. —————_—-

3.38 X 105

3.27 X 105

3.20 X 10=

3.50

.——.-———_—._— _

Eased on this turn of the results, the 15-centimeter
sphere was prepared an?. flight-tested. It is the ball
bearfng described in section. 6. The RI< obtained with
it is fairly the sane as that for the 28-centimeter
sphere.

In view of the almost perfect polish of the silumin
spheres, the influence of the surface roughness cn Rk

was observed to be unusually pronounced. It is likely
that a carefully polished sphere safeguarded against os-
cillations reaches Rk values even higher than those ob-

tained in the present experiment; the extrapolation in
figure 25 seems to point toward 4.1.

d) Results

The experiments with the 15-centimeter steel sphere

ranged over a series of flight tests at altitudes of 6,500
to 13,125 feet in level flight, climb at full throttle,
and glide power-off uilder various weather conditions, in
which the critical dynamic pressure (at which pr: = o)
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and the correlated
‘k

were determiiled.

klwr. .
There i~-lio syste~:atic change of Rk ~~with- altitude,

:
;, et c., as far as we could ascertain. The critical figures

for the atioosphere ranged between 3.85 and 4.05 X 105;
,: the figures for the glide are, on the whole, 0.1 higher

than for flight with full throttle. An explanation for
this i’s looked for in the engine ‘vibrations.

:,

ThevaIue for full throttle in gu;sty weather was

3.65,
‘k =

or in other words, the bouildary-layer effective tur-
bulence in squally weather is very siflall. The tests with
the open touring car in still air disclosed Rk = 4*O3 X 10S;
for the tree-bordered street in side wind it dropped to Rk
= 2.7 X 105, Oil the airport surrounded by buildings (16
feet over the ground) with wind, it was Rk = 3.6. Conse-
quently, there is a boundary-layer effective turbulence
behind obstacles ii~ tlic boundary layer of tb.e earth! s sur-
face. This fact cor.forms with the pasad.ena flight tests
(reference 15) , Wit]l Rk = 3.68 in ~a:Lm weather, and Rl<=
3.45 in storm a few feet above ground.

The discrepancy of the pasad.ena data from those of the
D,V.LC is probably due to the s~jherc i“,hj.c~~ they used. Ilore
recently pu.blisi.ed d~~ta (~~efcre~~e ~~) for a large rubber
sphere to~{ed iila closed hangar, show ?bk = 2.9 X 105.

The i~.A.C.A. drop tests (reference 11) were made with
large spheres and, of course, without engine villrations’o
($teady condition in free drop? Variable air density?)
If the test points plotted in figure 10 are to reveal a
critical Reynolds Number, it would possibly lie between 4
and 5 X 105.

6. SURYACE ROUGHNESS TESTS ,

a) Effect on Rk

It is a well-known fact that the surface roughness in
pipes and on flat walls favors the trai~sition from laminar
to, turbulent boundary-layer flow quite considerably. It is
therefore, self-evident , according to section 1%, that
roughness or irregularities on the surface’ 10WerS the Rk
value o’fthe. “sphere.

.
The Braunschweig experiments included among others,
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hollow copper and. sheet brass spheres with fine circular
waves and bulges running along tl.e welds. For the, rest,
they were smoothly poiished. In contrast,” the steel spheres
were exactly “round; tkcy wore 9-, 1.2-, and 15”-centimeter”
ball %earifi”gs supplied by the Fischer Conpany of Schwein-
furt ●

Figure 8 reveals the varied resistance curve of the
different spheres. Compared to the steel spheres, those
of sheet metal showed the critical transition throughout at
perceptibly lower Rk values. Thus , for a 10--centimeter

sheet-metal sphere, for instance, it is Rk = 2.08 X 10s

against Rk = 2.38 for the 12-centimeter steel sphere

(idefitical chailnel co~d.ition), and Rk = 2.52 X 105 for
the 9-centimeter sphere.

On the 25-centimeter sheet-metal sphere, IIaving along
its weld in t-he equator a circular bulge of about 0.4 mm,
it was noted that at a certain speed the resistance re-
veals a sharp lreak without intermediate stage from sub-
critical to supercritical, and jumps just as suddenly from
supercritical to subcritical again when the speed is the
same (fig. 8).

Result: Tile ~,?,avinessof the surface induces a sub-
stantially earlier critical traizsition, lesides being er-
ratic and at tines, discontinuous.

,.

The effect of surface roughness (without waviness)
‘has been explored on cylinders. Unfortunately, the Eng-
lish source (reference 8) does not give t-he grain texture,
thus leaving the degree of questions’ole roughness unex-
plained.

In support of the surface roughness in free-air tests
inferred from section 5c, we made a numler of systematic
tests with the 28-centimeter silumin sphere, which had
been coated with a shellac solution and sprinkled closely
wit’h saild grains of a. certain screen size,

Figure 25 ‘discloses the rate at which the ‘k value

drops viith the ’degree of roughness. The extrapolation to
k– = O gives approximatelyD Rk= 4.1 X 105 for air free

from turlmlence; this is the R.
\

value of the perfectly
smooth sphere in air free from urbulence applicable to
ca.r-t’est conditions. The: plot also iacludes the data for
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different silumin “spheres with an..qstimated roughness of
.~/lQO,.2r .Zg~l&OO mm. ,: . . . ,

,*

fl %) Relation of the Supercritical Drag

j{
4
i The boundary layer governs the drag even beyond the

critical R. The greater its lag Cli.th.esphere front, ~~.
through surface roughness, for example, ‘the higher the u
form drag.’”

According to accepted conception, a surface acts aero-
dynamically as smooth when protuberances in the laminar SU3- +
layer of the boundary layer next to the surface, which also
exist in the turbulent boundary layer, are wholly imbedded.
Ii~fact, it is only by virtue of this premise that super-
critical, aerodynamically perfectly”smooth spheres can be
mailufactured. For” flat surfaces exposed ”horizontally to
flow, supercritically the permissible grain size or tex-
ture becoines consistently smaller with the Reynolds Number.
The extreme condition for grain-size is ‘the approximately

,.
&=lo5xlo2const,a,nt Rgrain = v w (reference 27) . The,.

end resistance then in the turbuleil,t ro”tighf’riction is
constant in relation to grain size (squared resistance
law) .

Supercritically, the resistance curve for the sphere
is basically t’he same as for the plate. The frictional
resistance appears IIraised tb a power[’ as form resistance,
.SO that Cw ~~lould,continue, to, de,cre”.a”sewith the Re~y-nolds

Number for very. smooth spheres (fig. 27a)..”’The technical
preparation of surface smoothness necessary” at high R
(over 5 X 10G) should prove very difficult. The grain of,
the 28-cent<imeter sphere would then have to be “considera-
bly smaller than 1/10000 mm’. As figure 2’7 indicates, rough
spheres reach, supercritically, a certain end resistailce,
as actualiy recorded. in the’ variable-density wind tunnel
(fig. 10). Adequately rough spheres neyei ‘leave the sub-
critical flow pattern according to figure” 26 (* = 0.004) ,

“so that the Cw, ‘supercriticallY, with about 0.47 also
may ‘De assumed constant (fig. .27d).. “Spheres with such a
degree of roughness’ are, therefore, insensitive to R; the
separated subcritical flow is not abandoned when its bound-
ary layer “~ecomcs tuibu.lent.

.. .

The remarkable fact is, that for a given”surface, the
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turbulence increases the supercritical resistance three
times as high (fig. 28). This may, on the one.hand, be
attributable to apparently iiltensified viscosity, while on
the other hand, the permissible grain size is, without a
doubt , smaller in turbulent flow. On the premise of
smooth surface, the criterion for turbulence is, accord-
ingly, not only the Rk value but also the supercritical
resistance. In fact, it seems one-sided to confine always
the investigation to the influence of turbulence on the
Rk value. The majority of flow processes are supercriti-

cal, whence it is very desirable to know what supercriti-
cal effect the turbulence has.

c) Application to Wind-Tunnel Tests

The Rk values obtained for the various spheres in
air free from turbulence may be considered as calibration
for “turbulence = 011 for these spheres. The lower the
wind-tuil-nel figures below those for free air, the greater
the wind-tunnel turbulence. According to figure 25, it is
possible to extrapolate to ~ = O, when the free-air fig-

ure for a sphere is known. If, due to roughness, the Rk

value of a sphere in free air is 10 percent lower, the
figure measured in turbulent flow will be too low by about
the same percent.

Figure& 9 and 11 show the values corrected in this
manner according to figu-re 25-. Thus, the corresponding
curve in figure 9 gives the Reynolds Numbers which would
be obtained at different air speeds, with perfectlY smooth
spheres (of varying diameters). The decrease of turbu-
lence with the tunnel speed is so great for the explored
tunnels that through it the influence of the relatively
greater roughness on small spheres is exceeded.

As regards turbulenc~ and surface roughness the
sphere-drag tests should be interpreted, according to fig-
ures 27 and 28, as follows:

1. Roughness shifts the resistance break toward lower
Reynolds Numbers, although the transition takes
‘place equally steep (fig. 27c);

2. Turbulence also forces a premature break, although
the transition curve is, inherently, flatter
(fig. 28 b);
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Super critically, the- drag coefficient for smooth
spheres drops consis; eutly (fig. 27a);,.

This should hold true for t~zrbulent flow as well;
~~althoug”~ the curve lies higher, the permissi-
ble roughness is les.s (fig. 28 b);

Roughness preveilts a temporary, drop in supe,rcrit-
ical drag (fig. 27 b); with sufficient roughness
the drag increases again until it reaches the

. .co-nsta.ntsu.percritical end drag (fig, 2?c);

There is no” critical rcsistal;be brca”k when the
r.oughiless is coarse; Cw

remains at around.
0.47. Like all bodies having shar~ ,edges, the
spilere is then insensitive to Reynolds Number ,
(fi~.. 27d).. ,. . .,

Translation hy ~.
National Advisory
for Aeronautics.

“.

Vaaier ,
Committee
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